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In transliterating words from Arabic, I have used a modified version of 
the guidelines of the International Journal of  Middle East Studies (ijmes), 
omitting all diacritics except for the ayn (ʿ) and hamza (ʾ). I have  adopted 
the most common spellings for proper names (i.e., Ben Bella rather than 
Ibn or Bin Balla, Oran rather than Wahran), at times leaving out the ayn 
or hamza (as with Ferhat Abbas). In general, I have used the more common 
spelling in the body of the text (fellah, Abdel Nasser), but opted for a more 
accurate transliteration when citing these terms in the endnotes (fallah, 
ʿAbd al-Nasir).

Working between common French and En glish transliteration produced 
a few inconsistencies. For example, the definite article in Arabic is often 
written al-  in En glish, but I have kept the original spelling when quoting 
from French sources (as in El Khayen or el baraka). I have followed a similar 
strategy in my endnotes; when French sources use a spelling diff er ent from 
my transliteration, I remain true to the former. For example, while I have 
transliterated the term for ex- combatants from the War of In de pen dence 
as anciens mujahidin in the text, the term sometimes appears as anciens 
moudjahidine when I cite French archives. The notes also alternate between 
French and English titles for organizations. I have opted to use English names 
when the French translation is clear (Direction of the Plan and Economic 
Studies, General Planning Commission), but otherwise used the original 
French (Caisse d’accession à la propriété et l’exploitation rurale). My goal 
has been to make  these terms legible for my readers so they can navigate 
archival cata logs or follow up on my references. In documenting the many 
organ izations that played a role in economic development, as well as their 
acronyms, readers  will find En glish translations in parentheses following 
the original French.
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This book analyzes how the market acts as a moral system that permeates 
the most unexpected domains. As a result, I am reluctant to say that I have 
accumulated intellectual debts or created obligations of reciprocity. Instead, 
this work reflects forms of collectivity and the contributions of friends and 
colleagues who have shared insights, resources, and care. Despite the idealist 
fantasies that underpin intellectual production, I have benefited from insti-
tutional support to complete this research, including grants from the Social 
Science Research Council (ssrc) and the American Institute for Maghreb 
Studies (aims). The Institut d’histoire du temps présent (ihtp) and nyu’s 
global research initiative generously offered me an intellectual community 
in Paris as I finished the dissertation. A Fulbright fellowship allowed me 
to spend a year at the Eu ro pean University Institute (eui) as a Max Weber 
postdoctoral fellow. A Hellman fellowship supported subsequent archival 
research, and the IMéRA in Marseille provided a space of discussion and 
camaraderie. The uchri and the Humanities Institute (thi) at the Uni-
versity of California at Santa Cruz (ucsc) allowed me to workshop the 
manuscript and provided assistance with the final publication.

Many  people have  shaped my thinking about race, religion, and colonial-
ism. At Georgetown University, Paul Betz and Frederick Ruf gave me the 
confidence to test out new ideas as an undergraduate. Osama Abi- Mershed, 
Ahmad Dallal, and Judith Tucker anchored my theoretical interests in a 
study of the  Middle East and North Africa. Discussions with David Theo 
Goldberg have been fundamental to my own conception of racial differ-
ence. At nyu, Frederick Cooper provided guidance at  every stage of this 
proj ect, generously engaging with my work while helping me find my voice as a 
historian. Zachary Lockman’s insights encouraged me to situate my research 
on the Maghreb in the broader framework of  Middle Eastern studies, and 
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It must be emphasized that the destiny of modern civili-

zation as developed by the white  peoples in the last  

two hundred years is inseparably linked with the fate 

of economic science.

 Ludwig von Mises,  Human Action: A Treatise on Economics



On April 1, 1947, the Swiss diplomat William Rappard gave the opening 
 lecture at the first meeting of the Mont Pèlerin Society. Or ga nized by 
 Friedrich Hayek, the gathering brought together dozens of economists, intel-
lectuals, and politicians who  were committed to promoting  free enterprise 
and a competitive market economy. According to Rappard, they sought to 
reinvent a postwar liberal order during a “tragic age” when economic man 
“everywhere [had] been obliged to put on a national uniform and seek 
national security more than general welfare.”1 Rappard had dedicated his 
 career to the princi ples of economic liberalism, in both Eu rope and its em-
pire. He had spent eigh teen years as the director of the mandates section at 
the League of Nations, which was responsible for administering the colonies 
carved out of the Ottoman and German empires  after World War I, and 
headed the Swiss del e ga tion to the International  Labor Organ ization from 
1945 to 1956.2 Though committed to the cause of world peace, he maintained 
that colonialism was necessary since vital resources  were often located in 
countries whose native populations lacked the capacity to properly exploit 
 these potential sites of development.3

It was perhaps  these professional experiences that led him to reflect on 
the alleged universality of Adam Smith’s writings, which “assumed that 
the average man always and everywhere, sought to obtain the maximum of 
material satisfaction at a minimum cost of effort.”4 In his speech Rappard 
also recounted his time in Algeria during the landing of the Allied forces in 
November 1942. He had been “impressed by the sight of the Arabs seated 
on the curb of the sidewalks,” he said, who “seemed quite indifferent to what 
was  going on” and  were “absolutely idle.” A French friend explained that “the 
Arabs in Algiers never did any more work than was absolutely necessary,” 
noting that attempts by the French governor general to double their rations 
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had actually reduced their productivity.5 This led Rappard to conclude that 
the figure of economic man— homo economicus— was based on a Scottish 
template. He was, at heart, an industrious “Nordic mountaineer” who loved 
freedom and viewed wealth in a positive light. Rappard then asked: Would 
Smith have defended the universality of homo economicus if he had been 
“reared among the sun- baked race of Arabs who prefer leisure to work, secu-
rity on the lowest scale to the insecurity of initiative and therefore equality 
to liberty?”6 Rappard’s comments echoed the concerns of colonial officials, 
who had long tried to increase the productivity of native subjects. His com-
ments also revealed a concern that racial differences, and their attendant 
cultural codes, would be insurmountable sources of re sis tance to  human 
and economic development. As Eu ro pean countries embarked on colonial 
development programs  after World War II, economists and politicians re-
visited older debates on the relationship between race and the economy 
in which cultural superiority was assumed to be the key  factor in Eu rope’s 
material development. In the pro cess, they promoted market exchange as 
an essential weapon in defending Western civilization and combating the 
twin threats of totalitarianism and decolonization.7

Rappard’s musings on cultural difference and the drive to secure material 
wealth highlight that postwar economic reforms  were articulated in the long 
shadow of empire. In the eigh teenth and nineteenth centuries the figure of 
homo economicus had emerged as a model of  human be hav ior against the 
foil of Ottoman piracy. Phi los o phers pointed to the economic and po liti-
cal backwardness of so- called Oriental despotism, which was or ga nized 
around an “economy of enjoyment” rather than production.8 Orientalist 
fantasies about Islam crystallized in the figure of homo islamicus during 
the nineteenth  century. This trope expressed the widespread understanding 
that Muslims  were fundamentally distinct from so- called Western man, the 
eco nom ically self- interested individual who epitomized the liberal subject 
of Eu ro pean modernity.9 As I demonstrate in this book, the twin figures of 
homo economicus and homo islamicus  were also invoked by the colonial 
administrators, economists, and politicians who implemented economic 
reforms in late colonial and postcolonial Algeria.

This book contends that Algeria provides a useful case study for scholars 
working outside the Atlantic world interested in how “rights in property 
are contingent on, intertwined with, and conflated with race.”10 The follow-
ing chapters trace how colonial officials and metropolitan planners identi-
fied the economic capacities of Muslims as a key variable in the success of 
developmental policies.11 In drafting economic blueprints, they drew on 
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ethnographic knowledge that reified the existing bound aries between eth-
nic and religious groups. They also sought to confront the “obstacles” that 
traditional strategies for organ izing families, property, and wealth posed 
to economic growth.12 In the pro cess, economism, a belief that economic 
 factors are the motor of social and po liti cal action, emerged as a technology 
of racial difference; the tension between homo economicus, the exemplar 
of Eu ro pean economic modernity, and homo islamicus, the model of na-
tive social practices, provided a basic grammar that structured debates 
on colonial policy. The tension between  these two figures was especially 
evident in the de cades leading up to decolonization, when French officials 
intensified their attempts to bring Algerian natives into the fold of a pro-
ductive market economy and redefined French empire as a “modernizing 
mission.”13 It also influenced Algerian attempts to define national identity 
 after 1962, when Islam was considered fundamental to the creation of 
revolutionary subjects.

Racial Regimes of Religion

The French state progressively occupied Algerian territory over the course 
of the nineteenth  century, establishing a system of rule in which religion 
represented a set of origins and  imagined bloodlines that structured ac-
cess to property, citizenship, and livelihood.14 Islam did not merely justify 
unequal access to economic value but rather constituted the very terms in 
which economic policies  were envisaged and implemented. This book ar-
gues that Islam formed the basis of a racial regime of religion, revealing the 
porous boundary between race and religion. It considers diff er ent moments 
in which colonial officials, social scientists, French politicians, and Algerian 
nationalists debated economic policies in light of their understandings of 
the economic aptitudes and capacities of Muslims. Drawing on archival 
material and interviews, it analyzes how the French and Algerian states in-
troduced economic and social reforms from the interwar period (1918–39) 
to the first years of Algerian in de pen dence  under President Ahmed Ben 
Bella (1962–65).

The heart of this narrative arc takes place in the late 1950s, when the Al-
gerian War of In de pen dence (1954–62) and Eu ro pean integration led French 
officials to introduce the Constantine Plan, which outlined major economic 
and social reforms. Against the backdrop of the Cold War, liberal politicians 
articulated the need to include Algeria in the nascent Eu ro pean Economic 
Community and insisted on an intimate link between economic develop-
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ment and military pacification.  After World War II, politicians across Eu rope 
 adopted liberal economic policies and tried to disavow the importance of 
racial categories in organ izing economic and po liti cal inequalities. Rather 
than demonizing Islam or espousing arguments based on biological racism, 
observers described Muslims as particularly susceptible to pan- Islamism, 
a po liti cal threat that mirrored the dangers of communism.15 The French 
scholar René Jammes, for example, wrote that both Muslims and communists 
 were inherently against  free thought and concluded that a Muslim was, in 
many ways, “very close to a material communist.” The difference between 
them, he argued, was “purely formal”— Muslims proclaimed fidelity to Allah, 
while communists worshiped the “laws of nature.”16

Jammes’s comments underscore how the geopo liti cal realities of postwar 
Eu rope  shaped dominant attitudes to economic orthodoxies and religious 
attachments. Liberal economists repurposed Smith’s writings to address the 
threat of totalitarianism, which they saw emanating from diverse sources, 
including communism and fascism.17 The body of thought they developed 
from the late 1930s to the 1960s has come to be understood as an early articu-
lation of neoliberalism in France.18 Yet  there are good reasons to study how 
decolonization  shaped  these economic debates. Broadening the geographic 
scope challenges the notion that the history of economic thought is the 
purview of a narrow circle of intellectuals in Eu rope and helps foreground 
the role of race in fashioning the modern subject as one who embodied the 
values of individualism, pro gress, and private property. Economists and 
phi los o phers long debated  whether  these princi ples could apply to so- called 
Oriental subjects, understanding their alleged fatalism and communalism 
to be rooted in Islam.19

As feminist critics have noted, the figure of the rational Eu ro pean in-
dividual (man) was also the subject of property and self- interest.20 Anx i-
eties about gender also played out in discussions on economic prosperity in 
Algeria as colonial officials sought to protect the virility of empire against 
racial degeneration. Issues of sexual practice and the question of polygamy 
became a pretext for excluding Algerian Muslims from French citizenship 
 after 1865.21 Liberal notions of the self  were defined against subjects— 
colonized populations and  women— who  were supposedly governed by 
dangerous passions rather than self- interest. This provided a ready vocabu-
lary for making sense of pan- Islamism and communism  after World War 
II.22 From the 1950s to the pre sent, economic reforms promoted by local 
governments and international financial institutions have ushered in new 
forms of dispossession, as Julia Elyachar has brilliantly elucidated in the case 
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of Egypt. Even if organ izations such as the World Bank and imf now shy 
away from the patently Eurocentric vocabulary of civilization, they never-
theless promote specific social values in the name of an allegedly universal 
form of economic rationality.23

Following the work of Edward Said, postcolonial theory and repre sen ta-
tions of Islam have often been analyzed separately from the material ways in 
which capitalism or ga nized the distribution of resources.24 Yet by insisting 
that the realm of economic interest was constructed against the passionate 
attachments of religion and race, this book indicates one pos si ble rapproche-
ment between po liti cal economy and postcolonial theory. The notion that 
universal  human interest constitutes a self- evident domain underpins many 
Marxist approaches, which argue that “no  matter what the subjective cloth-
ing, objectively constituted needs, aspirations, and capacity  will express 
themselves in re sis tance to exploitation and oppression everywhere and in 
all times.”25  These debates intensified  after the 2013 publication of Vivek 
Chibber’s Postcolonial Theory and the Specter of Capital, which defends the 
use of universal categories in studying global cap i tal ist development. In par-
tic u lar, Chibber takes issue with postcolonial approaches that highlight the 
specificity of capitalism in colonial contexts and critique the Eurocentrism 
of orthodox Marxism.26

This argument overlooks the fact that phi los o phers and po liti cal theorists 
upheld the ability to recognize supposedly objective interests as a mark of 
Eu ro pean (masculine) individuality.27 An awareness of material self- interest 
was understood to be a civilizational capacity that certain  people did not 
possess. Put differently, the ability of Eu ro pe ans to recognize allegedly uni-
versal interests was defined against the inability of colonized subjects to 
embody the values of economic modernity. In Algeria, appeals to “universal 
 human interests”  were part of colonialism’s lexicon for maintaining the divi-
sion between subjects and citizens. Moreover, the conceptual distinction 
between homo economicus and homo islamicus had concrete effects on 
how capitalism was introduced and or ga nized.

Muslims  were not the only religious group whose racialization dove-
tailed with economic anx i eties regarding the global cap i tal ist order. In the 
nineteenth  century, politicians often conflated Jewishness and communism, 
resulting in the widespread fear that Judeo- Bolshevism was a major threat 
to Eu rope.28 The figure of the Jew, like that of the Muslim, had been as-
sociated with deviant economic be hav iors and served as a foil for a French 
identity grounded in Chris tian ity.29 Moreover, the consolidation of France’s 
colonization of North Africa in the late nineteenth  century coincided with 
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the rise of the myth of Jewish financial power. This should encourage us to 
think relationally about anti- Semitism and the racialization of Muslims.30 
If the entanglements between anti- Semitism and French attitudes  toward 
Islam are increasingly well- trodden territory, we might ask why  there has 
been such reluctance among scholars of French history to treat Islam as a 
racial category.31 Part of the reason surely resides in a modern attachment 
to the division between race and religion. For many observers, race is un-
derstood to be based on “permanent” features such as skin color, biology, 
or physiognomy, while religion is presumed to describe the more flexible 
realm of belief, ritual, and faith.

This analytic division between race and religion underpins current de-
bates in France over Islamophobia and “Islamo- leftism.”  Those who deny 
that Islamophobia is a form of racial discrimination often argue that it is 
fundamentally misguided to draw on the vocabulary of race when discuss-
ing religion, which they claim is a personal choice.32 Yet such a reading 
reveals a basic misunderstanding of race as an analytical category. As Stuart 
Hall reminds us, “the discursive conception of race—as the central term 
organ izing the  great classificatory systems of difference in modern  human 
history— recognizes that all attempts to ground the concept scientifically . . .  
have been shown to be untenable.”33 In this book, I treat religion as a par-
tic u lar expression of racial thought that was used to categorize humanity 
and that emerged in specific historical contests over symbolic and material 
resources. Ethnologists and anthropologists often invoked biology, blood-
lines, and origin when determining racial categories. But they also referenced 
religion as a  factor that  shaped biological reproduction and was responsible 
for specific cultural or physiological traits.

In recent de cades, scholars of the French empire have shown that race 
was a  factor in constructing and policing colonial  legal structures, categories 
of citizenship, and bound aries of national belonging.34 The field has also 
seen heated debates over the role of republicanism in promoting inequali-
ties.35 Focusing on the  legal frameworks of the empire, however, risks re-
producing the color-blind fantasies of the French state, whose republican 
values discourage explicit references to the racial categories that structure 
economic and po liti cal precarity. Rather than studying the mechanisms of 
formal belonging, this work focuses on economic policies to elucidate the 
functioning of a racial regime of religion. On the basis of religion, Muslims 
in Algeria  were disproportionately subjected to racism as Ruth Wilson Gilm-
ore defines it: “state- sanctioned or extralegal production and exploitation 
of group- differentiated vulnerability to premature death.”36 This is not to 
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claim that Islam inevitably operated as a racial category wherever Eu ro pean 
colonialists encountered indigenous Muslims, although a number of scholars 
have fruitfully investigated the racialization of Islam on a global scale and 
have questioned the analytic distinction between race and religion. Cemil 
Aydin argues that the concept of the “Muslim world” has offered a racialized 
language for understanding Islam from the late nineteenth  century to the 
pre sent, while other scholars have focused on how the American War on 
Terror has created a global geography of Islamophobia that overlaps with 
racial categories.37 My research, however, highlights Algeria’s status as a 
settler colony and the need to remain attentive to specific racial formations.

The history of colonial Algeria elucidates how Islam emerged as a racial 
sediment or remainder even as the allegedly secularizing force of modernity 
perpetuated the myth that religion had been expunged from the scientific 
interpretation of nature.38 Centuries before the “new imperialism” in Africa, 
religious prejudice had taken the shape of biological racism in Eu rope. During 
the early modern period, Spain and Portugal defined religious categories in 
terms of limpieza de sangre (purity of blood) and policed what they feared 
 were “false” conversions, revealing how declarations of religious belonging sur-
passed the frame of theological commitments.39 Race and religion  were also 
intimately linked in Latin Amer i ca, where understandings of  human differen-
tiation into castes had been imported from the Iberian Peninsula. In colonial 
India, the notion of caste introduced a social hierarchy centered on religious 
notions of purity and pollution that were also expressed in biological terms.40 
Other examples of colonization within Eu rope, such as the British conquest 
of Ireland, also blurred the line between religious and racial conflicts.41

This book places the history of economic development in colonial and 
postcolonial Algeria within larger discussions about racial capitalism that 
expose how understandings of  human difference determined which kinds 
of bodies would be subjected to extraction, vio lence, and  legal exception. 
In the 1970s, South African Marxists used the notion of racial capitalism 
to theorize the cap i tal ist system’s coexistence with, and indeed reliance on, 
native reserves created for black Africans. Inhabitants of  these Bantustans 
provided occasional wage  labor but  were mostly dependent on a subsistence 
economy and extended kin relations. Discussions of cap i tal ist economic 
organ ization structured by noncapitalist socie ties  were subsequently revis-
ited by scholars working on the Atlantic slave trade and settler colonialism in 
sub- Saharan Africa. Cedric Robinson, for example, insists that the racialism 
of the feudal order in Eu rope was foundational for the emergence of cap-
i tal ist society.42 A number of scholars, including W. E. B. Du Bois, Oliver 
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 Cromwell Cox, C. L. R. James, and Stuart Hall, have exposed the intimate 
relationship between capitalism and race, showing that racial thought 
cannot be invoked as a mere justification for the inequalities produced by 
the cap i tal ist system.

A number of questions arise when engaging with  these debates in light of 
the specific racial formation introduced by French colonialism: What does 
it mean to use the tools of racial capitalism in a context where religion— not 
skin color— served as the basis for  legal exclusion and economic precarity? 
If debates on race tend to be informed by American history, how can histo-
rians working on other racial formations develop a vocabulary for thinking 
about racial capitalism? We should also be wary of invoking race to describe 
 every instance of  human difference, which voids the historical and analytic 
power of the term.

In bringing the theoretical apparatus of race to bear on religion, my 
approach differs from ontological approaches to blackness as well as from 
so cio log i cal and phenomenological approaches to Islam.  Those looking for 
a history from below  will almost certainly be disappointed. Scholars have 
documented the fluidity of religious and economic power, notably in the 
context of zawiyas, the religious institutions rooted in popu lar forms of 
Islam that  were loci of anti colonial re sis tance in the nineteenth  century.43 
Islamic traditions affected patterns of economic power, land use, and even 
the accumulation of merchant capital. For example, religious notables  were 
exempt from taxation, but they also controlled hubus properties, which had 
been granted as religious endowments.44 Qur’anic laws relating to inheri-
tance structured land tenure across the region and played an impor tant role 
in the organ ization of merchant capital in the Middle East and North Africa 
from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century.45 Major religious institutions, 
such as al- Azhar in Egypt, had a hand in managing the flow of wealth and 
collecting taxes.46

Islam established a set of imaginaries that governed aspects of the daily 
lives of Algeria’s inhabitants and contributed to their understanding of geo-
politics.47 Yet religion was not only a lived real ity; it was also an object of 
government. Understandings of racial- religious difference played a central 
role in how planners, experts, and politicians on both sides of the Mediter-
ranean conceived and implemented economic policies.  There is certainly 
much to say about how individuals navigated categories fabricated by the 
colonial state and understood their own identities in Algerian society. This 
book, however, takes a diff er ent tack, charting how the French racial state 
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drew on economic policies to “fashion, modify, and reify the terms of racial 
expression, as well as racist exclusions and subjection” in Algeria.48

The  legal status of Algeria, which was not technically a colony but rather 
incorporated into the French nation as three departments, is fundamental 
to this story.49 The establishment of a settler colony relied on a central con-
tradiction: while Algerian territory was assimilated to mainland France 
 after 1848, po liti cal rights  were nevertheless foreclosed to the majority of 
the population  until the mid- twentieth  century. The French state classified 
native Algerians (i.e.,  those living in the territory prior to the French inva-
sion) as  either Muslim (indigènes musulmans or musulmans d’Algérie) or 
Jewish (israélites indigènes). When Jews achieved French citizenship en bloc 
in 1870, the adjective Muslim became legally synonymous with native status. 
Stated differently, the epistemic vio lence of the colonial system made Islam 
synonymous with the status of an indigène— a word with deeply pejorative 
connotations in French. Meanwhile, the adjective algérien— the most obvi-
ous descriptor for the original Muslim and Jewish inhabitants— was appro-
priated by Eu ro pean settlers at the end of the nineteenth  century and again 
during the interwar period.  Because this book is interested primarily in the 
state’s production and management of racial categories, it at times employs 
the term native to refer to Muslims who  were subjected to the exceptional 
 legal practices reserved for indigenous subjects. The following chapters argue 
that this slippage must be understood in terms of the material structures 
of race and work to expose the deep entanglements among religious, racial, 
and national categories that  were fashioned over 132 years of colonial rule.

The Po liti cal Economy of the French Empire

Prior to the French invasion in 1830, Algeria was a province of the Ottoman 
Empire whose rural economy depended on the production of agricultural 
surplus.50 Land could belong to the state (beylik), be held collectively by 
groups belonging to a par tic u lar lineage (‘arsh), or be possessed by individu-
als (milk). A sharecropping system, in which workers received a share of the 
harvest in exchange for their  labor, also developed in parts of the territory.51 
In addition, access to the Mediterranean provided a major source of revenue 
for the Barbary corsairs who ransomed slaves captured as far afield as Iceland 
or Ireland. Trans- Saharan caravans linked Algeria to its African hinterland, 
helping Jewish and Ibadi merchants acquire wealth.52 The increased presence 
of Eu ro pe ans in the nineteenth  century introduced new commodities and 
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shifted existing trade routes, though it was not  until the twentieth  century 
that “maritime traffic replaced the ship of the dessert.”53

The French invasion of Algeria in 1830 was driven by domestic po liti cal 
concerns and justified by economic motivations. King Charles X claimed 
that the conquest would end the activities of Barbary corsairs and  settle 
French debts resulting from the purchase of wheat during the revolution-
ary wars. It was not  until 1848 that Algerian territory was legally annexed to 
the mainland in a decision that subsequently led to the expropriation of 
native lands. The settlement of Eu ro pe ans on Algerian territory required 
significant economic investment. Direct and indirect taxes disproportion-
ately targeted Muslim Algerians, who financed economic development that 
largely benefited the settler population, such as the construction of basic 
infrastructure. Algerians provided cheap  labor for Eu ro peans, working as 
sharecroppers and wage laborers. This trend accelerated  after the introduction 
of vineyards to Algeria in the 1860s.54 Agricultural capitalism found fertile 
ground in the expropriation of native  labor and benefited from colonial credit 
structures. While some economists, such as Jean-Baptiste Say, advocated 
for the introduction of a liberal market economy as part of a call for “virtu-
ous empire” in the early years of colonization, the laissez- faire model of 
settlement gave way to official colonization in the 1840s.55 The late nineteenth 
 century saw the consolidation of a system of colonial capitalism in which 
the large- scale confiscation of land, alongside fiscal mea sures that dispro-
portionately extracted wealth from indigenous Algerians, led to widespread 
rural impoverishment.56

By the beginning of World War I, the Algerian economy was a classic 
example of the colonial pact, in which territories in Africa or Asia provided 
primary materials for Eu rope and markets for manufactured goods. As Rosa 
Luxembourg wrote in 1913, “next to tormented British India, Algeria  under 
French rule claims pride of place in the annals of cap i tal ist colonization.”57 
This situation led many observers to conclude that Algeria suffered from a 
so- called dual economy, where a cap i tal ist Eu ro pean sector existed alongside 
a native economy defined by precapitalist modes of production.58 It was not 
 until the interwar period that the colonial pact was questioned by colonial 
officials, who for the first time started to promote a strategy of moderniza-
tion and state investment.

Scholars remain divided over how to understand the turn to economic 
development during the interwar period. French historian Jacques Marseille 
argued that the main sectors of imperial cap i tal ist accumulation ceased to 
be profitable  after World War I, leading to a “divorce” between empire and 
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metropolitan capital.59 Empire, he claimed, had become a financial burden 
rather than a motor of economic growth for the metropole. Algeria was 
especially to blame for this crisis since the territory was responsible for more 
than half of all spending in the French empire from 1945 to 1958.60 Mar-
seille’s analy sis opened the door to arguments that increased state investment 
should be viewed as an act of po liti cal generosity, not as an indication of 
economic pragmatism. A student of Marseille, Daniel Lefeuvre, subsequently 
illustrated France’s supposed magnanimity by observing that metropolitan 
France continued to buy goods from Algeria at inflated prices in the early 
1930s despite the global financial crisis.61

Specialists of French empire have taken issue with the empirical ground-
ing of Marseille’s work.62 But this revisionist analy sis cannot be understood 
outside of the seemingly inexhaustible polemics in France regarding colonial 
memory.63 A parliamentary law passed in 2005 included an article requiring 
high school teachers to inform students about the “positive role” of coloni-
zation, particularly in North Africa. Although the article was repealed by 
presidential decree, the po liti cal debates set the stage for Lefeuvre’s second 
book, published in 2006, which lamented the display of “repentance” for 
French colonialism.64 This reading of economic policy is symptomatic of the 
tendency to prioritize quantitative approaches that view economic history 
in terms of profitability in order to provide a cost- benefit analy sis.  These 
debates generally overlook how economic discourses have “enabled signs 
of power to function” and offered the promise of so cio log i cal transforma-
tions.65 Undoubtedly, colonial officials viewed rising poverty levels after 
World War I as a threat to imperial rule and felt compelled to introduce 
economic reforms to bolster native welfare.66 But colonial officials  were not 
inspired by generosity; they  adopted the doctrine of economic development 
(or mise en valeur)  because they believed it was necessary to preserve French 
colonial influence. In tethering po liti cal economy to a seemingly rational 
description of material interests, Marseille and Lefeuvre provide a sanitized 
account of the economics of empire. A more complete analysis of how their 
studies were informed by discourses that espoused a “triumphant neoliberal 
globalization” remains to be written.67

Other scholars, less infatuated with quantitative approaches, have taken 
up William Sewell Jr.’s injunction to study the “economic life” of French em-
pire.68 This research considers the embedded nature of economic activities 
to be a rich site for understanding “social ties, cultural assumptions, and po-
liti cal pro cesses.”69 While acknowledging that po liti cal economy generated 
myths about race— positing certain groups as more productive than  others, 
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for example— this approach often treats race as an ideological justification 
for capitalism’s uneven exploitation of the workforce. By contrast, my research 
insists that the very articulation of economic orthodoxies and the concomitant 
appeal to capacities, social structures, and moral codes was itself a technology 
of racial difference. Colonial officials certainly invoked a lack of productivity to 
stigmatize certain populations, but articulations of liberal economic orthodox-
ies  were themselves inseparable from the genealogy of racial thought.

 After World War II, economic development on both sides of the Medi-
terranean sought to abolish the forces of “conservativism and restriction” 
associated with state protection.70 The resulting commitment to a market 
economy reshaped the understandings of racial difference that had been 
established in the nineteenth  century. Economic planners  were increas-
ingly confident about the transformational capabilities of market incentives, 
thanks to the new social scientific tools at their disposal. They drew on the 
postwar disciplines of economic planning, rural sociology, and behavioral 
psy chol ogy to improve the material conditions of Algerians. Rather than 
casting native subjects as fanatical or biologically inferior, however, they 
focused on the economic capacities of Muslim inhabitants. This reflected 
a broader shift following World War II, when the Holocaust prompted 
many scholars and politicians to replace scientific understandings of race 
with discourses that centered on cultural difference.71 The transition from 
biological to cultural racism, which occurred in the crucible of decoloniza-
tion and the Cold War, also influenced economic orthodoxies. Colonial 
officials and economic planners subsequently “recast racial difference in 
terms of economic  futures” and articulated a new language for understand-
ing poverty and underdevelopment.72

State support for colonial development increased  after World War II. 
Efforts to restructure the French Empire led to the creation of the French 
Community in 1958, which eliminated references to France’s imperial proj ect 
overseas. This gradual, if largely symbolic, retreat from empire increasingly pri-
oritized liberal colonial development and Eu ro pean integration. The Fonds 
d’investissement pour le développement économique des territoires d’outre-
mer (FIDES; Investment Fund for the Economic and Social Development 
of Overseas France) was created in 1946 to encourage the modernization 
of French colonial territories in Africa. Though Algeria was not included 
in this organ ization, it became an integral part of the Eu ro pean Economic 
Community  after the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1957.

The close links between mainland France and its three Algerian de-
partments came into stark relief during the Algerian War of In de pen dence 
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(1954–62). The ensuing po liti cal crisis brought down the Fourth Republic 
in 1958, as right- wing partisans of French Algeria staged a coup against the 
government. This prompted Charles de Gaulle to come out of retirement 
in order to lead the country and create the Fifth Republic. The day before 
the constitution was  adopted, he announced an ambitious program of social 
and economic reform in Algeria, known as the Constantine Plan. He gave 
the following  orders to Paul Delouvrier, who was in charge of its execution: 
“You must pacify and administer [Algeria], but at the same time, you must 
transform it.”73 De Gaulle hoped that by bringing Algeria into the orbit of 
material pro gress, he would undercut the economic misery that animated 
the anti colonial uprising. This vision clearly did not come to pass, as Algeria 
won in de pen dence just four years  later.

My analy sis of the po liti cal economy of late colonial Algeria is consistent 
with the findings of Samir Saul, who rejects the claim that decolonization 
was driven by the imperatives of French capitalism.74 Rather than being 
seduced by the economic profits of empire or clinging to a last- ditch at-
tempt to save colonial rule, French officials hoped that the Constantine Plan 
would give rise to a symbiotic economic relationship  after in de pen dence. 
A sovereign Algeria seemed increasingly probable  after de Gaulle’s speech 
on September 16, 1959, which proposed self- determination as a potential 
solution to the crisis. The extreme vio lence of the war, which included the 
exercise of torture, the introduction of regroupment camps, and the use of 
psychological warfare, has led historians to consider economic development 
as a palliative mea sure to maintain French sovereignty. This view, in which 
the plan was too  little, too late, was undoubtedly shared by some colonial 
officials at the time. Yet the following chapters do not focus on the alleged 
failures or successes of the Constantine Plan. Instead, they chart how it 
attempted to transform Muslims into subjects who owned property, used 
credit, calculated  future profitability, and employed heavy machinery to 
harvest crops.75 Rather than po liti cal arguments about French sovereignty, 
this book is interested in how late colonial capitalism operated “through 
racial proj ects that assign[ed] differential value to  human life and  labor.”76

Figures of Economic Modernity

The Constantine Plan is but one example of how debates on po liti cal 
economy relied on assumptions about religious and racial difference.77 
Max Weber famously explained the flourishing of capitalism in Eu rope 
in terms of the Protestant belief that material success was a sign of divine 
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election. The prob lem with Islam, he argued, was that it emphasized pre-
determination rather than predestination.78 While Calvinists  were driven 
to hard work, believing that material success signaled that they  were among 
the elect, Muslims, in contrast, suffered from fatalism. These differences in 
be hav ior  were not rooted exclusively in religious dogma, however. Weber 
viewed religion as a force that  shaped biological reproduction and explained 
the geo graph i cal isolation and marriage patterns that gave rise to cultural 
traits. Moreover, in the introduction to The Protestant Ethic, he admitted 
the importance of hereditary and biological  factors in creating attitudes 
 toward capitalism, hoping that advances in neurology and psy chol ogy would 
confirm his analy sis.79

The figures of homo islamicus and homo economicus are figments of a 
collective imagination; the individual who perfectly embodies the self- 
interested princi ples of the market, or who exemplifies the alleged fatalism 
of religion, cannot be found in the archives. The fact that  these subjects are 
ideal forms rather than identifiable actors does not diminish their ability 
to shape the course of history. But this does not mean that we should ban-
ish them to the world of theory— a realm supposedly separate from “real” 
empirical events. As Georg Simmel has written, conceptual forms not only 
provide patterns for social relationships, but they also allow events to be 
legible over time and space, synthesizing “fundamental categories of life.”80 
Homo economicus and homo islamicus emerged through the historical 
experience of colonization and structured the pos si ble  futures envisioned 
by colonial administrators, social scientists, and Algerian nationalists. 
Admittedly, colonial officials and economic planners never expressed a 
singular view of economic development or the capacities of Muslims to 
contribute to material pro gress. Despite this lack of consensus, homo 
economicus and homo islamicus provided a vocabulary for debates on 
economic policy in Algeria.

Just as focusing on the peasant or proletariat enabled historians to re-
count disparate events in a singular narrative and join the par tic u lar to the 
generalizable, an account of  these two figures reveals assumptions about 
 human nature that  shaped colonial governance and economic thought. 
When Ranajit Gu ha, one of the found ers of the subaltern studies group, 
argued that the Indian peasant was “denied recognition as a subject of 
history,” he did not mean that Indians refused to engage in agriculture.81 
Instead, he highlighted how colonial mindsets imposed a “cultural value 
form” that made certain subjectivities illegible.82 If homo islamicus and 
homo economicus pre sent a conceptual dichotomy, this is not to deny the 
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rare  historical examples of Algerian natives who  were able to accumulate 
capital or to argue that Islamic thought has remained  silent on questions of 
economic organ ization.83 Rather, the coherence attributed to each of  these 
signifiers is the result of a colonial governmentality that depended on an 
analytic distinction between Western rationality and Eastern spirituality. 
The partitioning of Islam from economism helps explain why, to quote Max 
Weber, “certain types of rationalization have appeared in the Occident, and 
only  there.”84 My intent is not to reproduce a reified understanding of the 
economy and Islam as two separate domains but rather to trace how this 
worldview undergirded the construction of colonial governance.

Chapter 1 begins by studying the implantation of a settler colony in 
Algeria over the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It demonstrates 
how French colonial rule established a racial regime of religion that was 
constructed around Islam and argues that a racial fix reconciled the ten-
sion between the two imperatives of encouraging Eu ro pean settlement and 
introducing a rational cap i tal ist economy. The seizure of native lands was 
underpinned by a racial genealogy that defined Arab Muslims, in contrast to 
Berbers, as inherently ill- adapted to agriculture. As Islam became the pillar of 
 legal and economic exclusion over the course of the nineteenth  century, Eu-
ro pean settlers and Algerian Jews experienced a form of whitening. Colonial 
administrators and metropolitan observers posited an essential opposition 
between homo islamicus and homo economicus, and their policies also 
foreclosed Algerian Muslims from the quin tes sen tial figure of Eu ro pean 
economic modernity: the proletariat.85

In the aftermath of World War I, colonial officials and metropolitan 
economists advocated for greater investment in infrastructure as they began 
to view Algerians as potential sources of  human capital instead of mere re-
cipients of French aid. Chapter 2 therefore focuses on the interwar period, 
in which planners sought to include Algeria in an eco nom ically integrated 
Eu rope and asked  whether a rapprochement between homo islamicus and 
homo economicus was indeed pos si ble. It traces how the emerging geo-
graphic unit of Eurafrica blended a new technocratic vocation with an older 
racial discourse on the Mediterranean. Writers and colonial officials resur-
rected the figure of the “Mediterranean man” to describe Algeria as a cultural 
and racial melting pot, which in real ity foregrounded the Eu ro pean settler 
inhabitants and relegated Arab Muslims to a marginal role.  These tropes 
also had a concrete influence on economic policy: the standardization of 
crops such as olive oil and wine, symbols of Mediterranean identity par excel-
lence, discouraged the agricultural techniques and preferences associated with 
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Muslim producers. At the same time,  these mea sures promoted financial 
support and a system of classification that bolstered Eu ro pean production.

Chapter 3 focuses on the role of social Catholics and colonial adminis-
trators such as Paul Delouvrier in French economic planning.  After World 
War II, economists and technocrats— a class of state experts who took the 
reins of the Fourth Republic— expressed a newfound confidence in the 
ability of economic planning to transform homo islamicus into homo eco-
nomicus. This was particularly evident in the Constantine Plan. Consistent 
with neoliberalism’s tendency to forget or “wipe away the terms of reference” 
that structure racial domination, the Constantine Plan effectively elided 
the racial regime of religion constructed  by the colonial state.86 In adopting 
new social scientific tools, often imported from the United States, planners 
analyzed economic disparities in a color-blind framework that denied the 
historical link between Muslim natives and poverty.

The modernizing planners of the Fifth Republic nevertheless expressed 
anxiety that the peasant, an impor tant symbol of French national identity, 
was vanis hing due to postwar reconstruction. In Algeria, colonial officials 
understood the fellah (plural, fellahin; Arabic for peasant or farmer) as a 
particularly stubborn version of homo islamicus. According to this view, 
their deep connection to religion prevented them from embracing the values 
that defined the French peasant. In the eyes of French officials, Muslims  were 
resistant to adopting the norms of private property, growing crops for export 
rather than subsistence, or grasping the notion of credit. This essentialized 
notion of the fellah, which became a symbol for Algerian nationalism, was 
also  shaped by the work of sociologists and revolutionaries such as Pierre 
Bourdieu and Frantz Fanon.

Chapters 4 and 5 investigate how a range of actors sought to refashion 
the relationship between homo islamicus and homo economicus  after in de-
pen dence. The fifth chapter focuses on the presidency of Ahmed Ben Bella 
(1962–65) and the policies of agricultural self- management and land reform. 
 These initiatives  were the cornerstone of Ben Bella’s attempt to introduce an 
authentically Algerian socialism based on Islam. For the postcolonial regime, 
questions of planning aimed not only to redistribute economic resources, but 
more fundamentally to instigate the so cio log i cal transformation of Algerian 
citizens. In 1962, Layashi Yaker, Algeria’s representative to the United Na-
tions, argued before the un General Assembly that “the transformation of 
colonized man into productive man” would be the basis of Algerian policy.87 
By positing a specifically Algerian socialism rooted in Islam, Ben Bella drew 
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on the local vernacular of religion to forge an indigenous articulation of 
economic policy in the context of decolonization.

French experts had cast Islam as inherently resistant to a market economy, 
but Ben Bella upheld Islamic history as proof that Algerians had an in-
nate propensity for socialism. The politics of the Non-Aligned Movement 
also forced him to navigate Algeria’s sometimes fraught relationship with 
pan- Africanism and pan- Arabism. The racial legacies of French empire 
had defined a “white” North Africa in contrast to a “black” sub- Saharan 
Africa, while also isolating Algeria from the eastern Mediterranean. This 
colonial history helps explain why Islam, rather than Arabness, provided 
the cornerstone for the revolutionary identity of the model citizen in the 
new nation- state. Ben Bella’s vision deviated from the po liti cal aims and 
economic orthodoxies of colonial development, but it nevertheless per-
petuated the assumption that economic planning should express a set of 
essential civilizational attributes rooted in Islam. This echoed the experience 
of state- building across the  Middle East and North Africa, as intellectuals 
and politicians debated how the racial formations constructed by imperial 
policies would be expressed in a national frame  after decolonization.

While the ideology of the Algerian nation- state promoted an anti- 
capitalist orientation through appeals to Islam, French leftists understood 
the implications of Algerian in de pen dence differently. The final chapter 
shows how decolonization fashioned economic orthodoxies in France by 
analyzing how radical Third Worldists and officials engaged in cooperation 
policies viewed the place of religion in postcolonial economic development. 
While secular leftists often viewed official references to Islam as an indica-
tion of a feudal mentality, liberal coopérants believed that Islam would play 
an impor tant role in development by providing a cultural framework. Put 
differently, while French liberals engaged with cultural difference in the 
ser vice of development programs, the far left understood religious differ-
ence as an obstacle to international socialism. While the former  adopted 
a culturalist reading of Islam that overlooked how religion had structured 
underdevelopment, the latter maintained that religion had no place in a 
properly revolutionary society. Told from this vantage point, the story of 
postcolonial Algeria demonstrates how decolonization  shaped the analytic 
models available for thinking about race and capitalism in France.

Algerian intellectuals sought new tools to make sense of national identity 
and economic underdevelopment  after 1962. The epilogue returns to Algeria, 
focusing on Salah Bouakouir, a technocrat who worked on the Constan-
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tine Plan, and Malek Bennabi, a phi los o pher best known for his notion of 
colonizability. Despite holding divergent po liti cal views on French colonial-
ism, their trajectories demonstrate how debates on economic orthodoxy 
and technical expertise  shaped national identity  after in de pen dence. While 
controversies surrounding Bouakouir’s place in official narratives reflect 
contests for nationalist legitimacy, the continued relevance of Bennabi’s 
writings illustrates the tensions resulting from postcolonial developmental 
policies. His invocation by Algerian protestors and analysts of the Hirak, the 
popu lar strug gle against the regime that began in 2019, demonstrates how 
Algerians continue the work of decolonization as they challenge dominant 
discourses on national identity and economic development.
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